Other Support

SORKIN, ALEXANDER

ACTIVE

5 RO1 CA089151 (Sorkin)  07/12/12-05/31/17  3.60 calendar
NIH/NCI  $234,086
Pathogenesis of cancer: Role of EGF receptor endocytosis
The aims of this project are to define the mechanisms of EGF receptor endocytosis; to identify proteins directly involved in the regulation of EGF receptor endocytosis; and to evaluate the potential role of these regulators as prognostic/diagnostic markers and therapeutic targets in head-&-neck cancer. Subcontract to Dr. Gygi (Harvard Medical School).

5 RO1 DA014204 (Sorkin)  07/01/11-04/30/17  0.00 calendar
NIH/NIDA  $222,129
Dopamine transporter regulation by endocytosis
The main goal is to analyze the mechanisms of regulation of functional activity of dopamine transporter by its localization in the cell. No cost extension from 05/01/16.

1RO1 NS077954 (Berman)  09/01/12-11/30/17  0.36 calendar
NIH  $6,753
Neuronal Regulation of Mitochondrial Dynamics in Models of Parkinson Disease
The main goal is to analyze the role of mitochondrial dynamics in mouse and zebra fish models of Parkinson Disease

Merit Award (Duvvuri)  7/01/16-06/30/20  .60 calendar
ACS  $11,493
Investigating the Role of TMEM16A/AN01 in SCCHN

PENDING

R01 to be assigned (Sadovsky) Jit Requested  09/01/16-08/30/21  1.20 calendar
NIH  $22,915
Exosome Based Placental Maternal Communication

R01  04/01/17-03/31/22  3.60 calendar
NIH  $250,000
Regulation of Dopamine Transporter by Trafficking

OVERLAP

None